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for the writers of Barrie—
    welcome home.





foreword

When I was an undergraduate at the University of Toronto’s Victoria College, I spent my Tuesday 
nights in a cage. It was not just any cage, however, but a locked pen surrounded by brass fencing 
full of incunabula, early books printed by Aldus Manutius and illustrated by the likes of Albrecht 
Dürer and Lucas van Leyden. The hoard of treasure was known as the Centre for Reformation and 
Renaissance Studies (the CRRS), and for a few hours each week I was its keeper. I pored over the pages 
of Foxe’s Book of Martyrs and Holinshed’s Chronicles, marvelling not only at the beautiful woodcuts 
still pristine and iconographic after so many centuries, but at the leather-bound objects themselves. The 
pages were printed on paper made from recycled linen – the shirts and bedclothes of those who lived in 
the time of Columbus and Henry VIII.  Here were books that spoke across time, real, and still alive. 

One night I took the Elizabethan anthology, Tottel’s Miscellany, off the shelf and in that instant heard 
the voices of Wyatt and Surrey and the Elizabethan sonneteers speaking to me as if they were right 
there, squatting on the floor next to me where the smell of leather and vellum was heavy in the air with 
an acrid muskiness and a pungency that came from opening a page that had not been scanned by eyes 
in centuries. I could feel the books breathing in my hands. They were alive. And that is what literature 
should do. It should come alive and speak to us, no matter when it is written. It should carry that voice 
of the author loud and clear into starry mid-winter nights far hence when the air is cold and crisp and 
the words we speak hang before us as they try to take shape and breathe themselves into whispers.

On one of those clear, crisp winter nights, a former student of mine, Jonathan Eskedjian, started 
Barrie’s remarkable on-going reading series, the Society of the Spoken Word. A group of about five or 
six students huddled in the basement of a pub beside Kempenfelt Bay where Jonathan often worked as 
a bouncer. I remember looking up from a poem I was reading and seeing the lights of Allendale across 
the bay twinkling especially bright in the winter air. I launched into a longer poem and when I looked 
up again, the lights had disappeared in a blinding snowstorm that is so typical of Simcoe County in 
mid-winter. No one moved. Everyone listened. And as the snow fell and whispered against the window 
pane, I sensed that something remarkable was happening for all of us. Literature had become, in 
Barrie, a living thing. We had opened the covers on the darkness. 

One of the greatest ways to learn to become a poet is to listen to others. The Tuesday night gatherings 
became a monthly event. The audience grew and grew. People came to listen, and some came to read 
their works in the open set and were discovered as genuine talents. In the course of the changing 



seasons, I watched as Jonathan morphed from a reckless student in the back row of my second year 
English class into a serious and dedicated man of literature, a mind always hungry for more, always 
wanting to learn and to perfect his art through hardship, overwork, travails, and graduate school. He 
soon published his first volume of poems. He became a poet.

Poetry changes people, and literature transforms how we see the world. I look at the pages of this 
anthology and the names of former students.... Brent Hatherley, Estefania C. Moreno, Beverley 
Wicks—even Kyle Macdonald who I met when he was a Grade Nine student in a poetry seminar I gave 
at Eastview Collegiate – leap out at me and declare, “look how we have been transformed by the power 
of the written word.” The remarkable thing is that they taught each other by listening to each other. 
And I see those names now, side by side with such established and accomplished poets as Roger Bell, 
Domenico Capilongo, Luciano Iacobelli, and Sonia Di Placido—remarkable and memorable talents 
who believed in what was happening in Barrie and made the trip North to read to willing ears—and 
I come to the conclusion that the best culture emerges not from isolation but from gatherings, from 
people coming together and listening and learning from each other, artists opening their minds to other 
artists by sharing their work with each other. That experience is what makes culture blossom.

Even after Jonathan graduated from the Laurentian at Georgian program and moved back to Toronto, 
he made the monthly pilgrimage back to Barrie on the final Tuesday of each month. Riding shot-gun 
on those journeys was Sarah Beaudin, a budding poet and publisher who took the long drive up the 400 
as she saw that the sense of community was strong because it was comprised of so many hungry ears 
and eager minds that longed to know more about the beautiful art of the word as it emerged from the 
voices of locals such as damian lopes, Frank Westcott and Glenn Weatherall. Sarah believed that a very 
necessary record of such evenings needed to be put together. This electronic version is, perhaps, the first 
step in the creation of something more permanent, a paper record in the form of a book that someone 
will open, someday, on a crisp winter night centuries from now, and like a bird waiting to emerge from 
a cage, hear the rustling of wings in the voices who speak to you now.

     Dr. Bruce Meyer, Poet Laureate
     City of Barrie &
     Professor, University Studies, English,
     Laurentian University BA Program, Georgian College



The Artists
By Dr. Bruce Meyer

  
for the Artists of Barrie

Let us craft a city –
give it all our gifts,
stuff of dreams and legends
and faces of our people.

Let us imagine
moorings of light in Venice,
boulevards of a reborn Paris,
or a harborscape like Stockholm.

Does its raw clay sing to you
and fill you with ideas,
avenues where stars are born,
and summer afternoons a sculpture?

Would it be as real in winter
when snow falls as a blanket
with silence to let you dream
and its words become a book?

Speak volumes for what you love.
You are the story of this place,
the narrative of every footprint
your journeys have yet to map.
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introduction

This project is focused on the quintessential human story: Identity. The writing that follows 
is broken down into the following “rooms”: kitchen, bedroom, living room, and front yard. 
Each section reveals a different part of the story; poems about secrets, love, and self-discovery 
fill the bedroom section, while poems about family, consuming, and simple pleasures populate 
the kitchen chapter. The poems are vignettes, offering a look into the private moments and 
sentiments that show who we truly are.

What constitutes “home” is different for everyone, and yet somehow the idea of home is 
universal. Similarly, these poems are a unique portrayal of individual lives, but they are 
also a reflection of our collective story. 

By incorporating multiple authors and their perspectives this place takes the leap from 
one-way storytelling to dynamic storytelling; a format that reflects our changing community. 
If books are to remain relevant in our global society there can no longer be just one narrator. 
And so, these individual stories come together to tell one story, our story. Inspired by the 
diverse and inclusive nature of the Society of the Spoken Word, this place aims to put poetry 
back into the hands of the community, to bring poetry home.
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kitchen

\'ki-ch'n\
noun

i) a place (as a room) with cooking facilities
ii) the personnel that prepares, cooks, and serves food
iii) where our meals, chores, and very lives are shared. 
The place we come together.



kitchen
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The sun comes up
That familiar pounding in my head
And rumbling in my gut
The alarm clock takes flight
Eggs are $2.99 a dozen
I opt for corn flakes…
With almond milk
Beer makes me fart
There’s frost on the car
And holes in my mitts
The scraper broke last year
I bought a chocolate bar instead
Red light, green light
Bud Lite, that don’t seem right
Crossed a picket
Got a ticket
Made some widgets
Smiling faces, disgruntled faces
Lost in a sea of faceless faces
Most are numb and getting numb’er
Forgot my name but not my number
And some stocks were up
And some stocks were down
But my brain stayed the same
Stuck in neutral, spinnin’ ‘round
Fluff dry please
I’ve been tried and I’ve been fried
And on occasion even tie-dyed
My wallets getting thinner but
My speech is getting thicker
The rich get richer
And the sick get sicker

News at 11
We got TV and radio
We got e-mail and snail mail
We got faxes and cell phones
And Facebook and Twitter
Yet lo and behold
Our communication skills
Have gone right down the shitter
What?
Talk face to face with a real live person?
Now that’s just silly
Don’t know my neighbours
But I just e-mailed a guy in Philly
The cubicle drones live in their box
Lunch bag let down
Cheese strings?
The minutes tick and the hours tock
Days turn into years
Suddenly you can’t find your feet
Too many beers
Feel like I’ve been hit by a truck
Yet strangely enough I don’t give a
Flying fruit flan
And hey, where is that dessert trolley anyway?
Some humble pie with your health reform?
They’re wafer thin
Clean up in aisle 5
Recycled rhetoric in shiny new packaging
The president clears his throat
Phlegm for the masses
And they all pat each other on the back
And vote themselves a raise

PHLEGM FOR THE MASSES
by Glenn Weatherall
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Nicely done gentlemen
Nicely done
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If I were to write a biography of you it would start with the way you crack eggs.
Standing barefoot and bear-like in your kitchen, beating the Sun to breakfast. 
A sudden and matter-of-fact little tap, a strikingly gentle move from a not so gentle body.

It would include a list of all the things you hate: possums, slush getting in your wool 
socks, day-old rice, when the waitress only brings you one refill on your coffee, 
and the feeling of salt on your palms. 
It would include a list of all the things you love: yourself.

If I were to write a biography of you an entire chapter would be dedicated to 
the names of all the dinosaurs you knew at the age of seven. 
A list of comparable size may be made of the girls you loved in high school.

I would talk of the time your mother got sick and how you changed your religious beliefs 
to the basket on your bike.
Of how you pedaled for days, returning home with two bruised knees and a job as a courier, 
delivering letters to hungry hearts.

If I were to write a biography of you I would tell of the time your father almost beat the 
poet out of you.
Teenage rebellion was never your strong point.

I would tell of the days you spent huddled in the dark, eyes stealing glances of half-naked 
bodies through the snow of cable TV, on a channel your “good American family” would 
never subscribe to.

If I were to write a biography of you I would talk about the way you dream of changing 
the world.
You are a superhero in a coat because capes are no longer fashionable.

A History of Our Own Making 
by Sarah Beaudin
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I would lament on the day in your childhood when you tied a blanket around your neck 
and jumped off the roof of the shed in the backyard. 
Your most successful attempt at something you would try to complete in the years ahead.

If I were to write a biography of you it would be two-thirds a lie.
Not because I don’t know better, but because I can keep your secrets better than you can.

If I were to write a biography of you it would start with the breaking of eggs and move 
quickly to the breaking of hearts—  
your hand is cupped around mine, and hungry as you are I doubt you’d think twice before 
meeting it with the counter.

You are scrambled eggs and nonchalance.
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I can hear the sauce pan bubbling away on the stove top. The starchy smell of cooking 
pasta fills the air. I walk over to the stove and grasp the smooth handle of the light 
bamboo wooden spoon. I stir. Watching the noodles circulate in the churning water. It’s 
funny, but this simple dish makes me think of my past. Sunlit summer days, sitting on a 
parquet hardwood floor. A bowl of K.D. in my young hands. Along with the crisp, cold, 
crunch of a garlic dill pickle. I’d grin in appreciation as a warm breeze blew through the 
open double-paned glass patio doors. The pasta infused with a cheese powder, milk and 
margarine. Brings back memories from my childhood. I welcome the nostalgia with each 
fork full. A sort of “K.D. zen” overtakes me. I sprinkle salt and pepper on top and dig in.

K.D. Zen (An Ode to Kraft Dinner) 
by Megan Slater
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Seven thousand seven hundred miles 
and the kettle whistles softly 
into pyrrhic blue light.
The children are still asleep
as you get in, the smell
of home on your skin, here 
after all this time like sand
spilled from old pockets.

Two years, and it’s still night 
for me now; this surrogate moon 
peeks through the kitchen curtains
as I make breakfast, and you drop 
your boots on the mat. I tell you 

to put them properly, you ask for 
tea; two chipped and matching
cups are ready on the table. 
Such small exchanges
and we keep this distance 
from becoming a line, and our loss 
close enough to hold between us.

Translate
by Rocco de Giacomo
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(i)

You’ll have to chew on it.
I know you’ve swallowed before but this
is much too big. It’ll thin out.
It won’t be pleasant but
chronic lone magnetism needs an outlet,
polar end of spectrum,
cold and warm flagrant rum,
fragrant crumbs of bread baked
last millennium.
It’s been eaten, the girth of it, but
bits lie around sucked dry,
yeast expanded, outdone, exhausted,
won’t leaven anymore.
But once upon an oven, blood spilled
once the treat was coveted.
Everything is sometimes wanted.
Sometimes come rarely though necessarily
and somethings don’t show themselves
at all. That’s why
when you find it, you gotta chew on it.

Lone Magnetic
by Madison Brown

(ii)

Once upon an oven, blood spilled
from an Indian woman.
She’d never worked 
in a modern Western kitchen. Rolling currents
of slap dripping clap snipping drafts
from under doors and through cracks 
in badly installed hardwood floors,
made a way between her toes through the crossroads
of skin cells. Peach turns pink to turning
deep red as flesh.
And the currents brace, modeled, waiting,
standing, looking for concrete placement.
They’re in you. Mottled, you wouldn’t recognize them
but they’re in there. And from pores
opened by the heat of bread baking, blood spilled.

22
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(iii)

Neighbors won’t even do it right.
Still have to pay the full price.
They do it on their own time.
And still the rain makes a way
through the shingles, into the sky light,
down the insulated ceiling, sitting 
in my smoke detector ‘til I take it off
when I hear something dripping and out comes
more than I expected.
Plenty more than just the water.
Round pulsating quaking circles.
I tried to grab one. It was too warm.
Heat moves, it seems, from the spout of the concrete
kettle on embers to the space inside the smoke
detector. It was September
when my neighbor started;
now December holds crimson orbs 
inside chewed white wings where the kitchen used to be.

23
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 living room

\liv'ing -rüm, -ru'm\
noun

i) a room in a private house or establishment 
where people can sit and talk and relax
ii) home to the TV and the most comfortable 
furniture; the most comfortable moments. A 
workspace one day, a playroom the next, this is 
the most versatile place.
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hundred year old
shellac
from a walnut table 
once deemed too old 
for the city

relegated to the cottage
forty years ago
before my family
emigrated

the finish bares traces
of spilt naphtha
ignited
blue & white paint
splattered

saving the patina
i trace the wrinkled
wood
the alligator of cracked
shellac

you will grow
as the stains
on my fingers
fade

i strip
By damien lopes
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Home left me when I was young
Jung
Winging its way to places I had not known
 
 
Existed
 
 
Waiting no more for me to blackout
And disappear from the scene
Wanting to escape the reality of home
 
In my travels to places I didn’t know existed
I found out they did
 
Exist
 
It is there I resided for many years
 
In places that didn’t exist
 
But did
 
In my mind
 
So I could escape
 
The realities
 
Of  home…

Home
by Frank Westcott
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On his desk from the Baltimore Star

was tell-tale signs of elbow wear,
 
its finish suffocated to a raven night
like a grand piano, an old upright,
 
played in an ushered funeral parlor.
Drawers where he hid pennies for
 
his thoughts in his secret secretary,
held no love notes for Annabelle Lee;
 
so I put my ear to the tell-tale wood
and heard only the scratch of paper work,
 
a whispering pen that seemed too loud,
a voice hoarse in a winding shroud
 
as an archivist drew down the lid
on a beating heart that never died.

Poe’s Desk
by Dr. Bruce Meyer
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Let’s be friends you and I, your pain is mine. 

    —Elizabeth Smart

I must have known you were here, 
tucked away in a corner of the nest. Your mouth, 
your words, your living soul, its itch.
I sought your station. Somehow, I pictured St. George.

There you were crooning from the third bookshelf—
my mother’s oak. There you were limbering, gushing,
yelling to jump off the panel, custom-made by dad,
onto the hardwood floor beside the Belgian rug— 

an antique. I recall the empty afternoons, snuggled 
into the side of the sofa, flipping through your pages. 
The 1955 edition. The living room pouring in rays, 
sunlight filling a peaceful pasture, your blackened 

paperback. I, an object of taxidermy, ornamental
death, opened by your magic. Longing for a friend. 
I dabbled into the blood of what you wrote.
I carry it, reaching out for the pain. 

Ghost Dialogue
by Sonia Di Placido
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bedroom

\bed-rüm, -rum\
noun

i) a room furnished with a bed and intended primarily for sleeping
ii) a place of secrets, of longing, of desire; where our most intimate 
moments are shared. 
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Lavalife Girl
by Patrick Connors
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If I could just get past the front page of the site
Portrayal of she who bewilders and beguiles me
I could perfect and polish my personal profile – 
              End of love problems in sight

I wonder if she truly looks like that
Or maybe she is even more wonderful
Without virtual fantasy betraying reality

I wonder if she would settle for cheeseburgers on a date
Green salad and french fries keep it casual
Or would I fall hard and feel compelled
      To go for the steak, salade verte and pommes frites

I wonder if she is the sort of lady
Who, because of what she sees and perceives
Would put her self aside to enable and 
Help you achieve everything you believe

Perfection and beauty come from within
The tears we cry when we are alone
Not just for someone but for the one
Who will help complete us

I wonder if she makes everyone she meets feel
They are the most important person in the world
With honest concern and not a trace of vanity 

Wonder struck with questions 
For which there is only one answer:
 
I am amazed by her, enraptured by the miracle she is
I need her in my home, I need her for 
    Meaning, balance; to aspire to my best
I need her in my bed, in my arms, in my life.
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Love has become a trend
A fashionista’s statement of intent

Through the lens of a superficial episode
Painted with a plastic, unrealistic, and fake horde
 
Unrealistic expectations of a soul mate
One that is rescued and brought back by fate
 
The beautiful woman is swept off her feet
By the handsome man riding a white steed 

Her lips so perfectly positioned to receive a true love’s kiss
As we thrillingly watch them both surrounded by unexplainable bliss

These stories embedded in our minds since youth
Taking every word as living truth

Love so beautifully illustrated
Through both bodies sexually illuminated

“This is love!’ they declare, as the curtains begin to close
The actors waiting for their make up to be melted by a hose

And so today’s society is numb
Foolishly believing in these depictions so dumb

As Romeo and Juliet treasure their last and final embrace
Waiting for the next scene to be wrapped in silk lace

Wishing Upon a Star
by Estefania C. Moreno
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And as the show comes to an end
We applause, roses, and gifts do send

Only to return to a reality not filled with songs nor sonnets
Beautiful skirts and brightly coloured bonnets

We look into the eyes of our so called soul mates or lovers
Who have defiled the concept of love, by kissing lips of others

We’re surrounded by tempting fruits of which we cannot taste
Where our wandering eyes seem to often turn away in haste

I believe true love is but a sweet innocent illusion
Where reality becomes a disturbing intrusion

If I sit and wander in thoughts of another
I’m sure he is doing the same under the warmth of his covers

And sadly I still crave the heat that comes from his skin and warms my bed
Keeps all my cravings satisfied and very well fed

Love for me is real in the form of lustful addiction
As real as those stories I’ve read of pure fiction
Yet I still wish upon my wishing star at night
The one that shines at night so bright
Hoping someday to find my prince riding a horse of white
Wish I may and I wish I might, 
Attain the wish, I wished tonight.
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I tend to forget to tend to my wounds; forever failure in focus
Self-improvement is out of scope.
You make me feel as if I should have succeeded, that the happiness came under false pretenses.
I tend to forget that laughter cannot be measured, neither the grounds on which they occur, 
Nor the amount in which they are manifested.
All the happy times are irrelevant, because the ends don’t justify the means.
I tend to forget that everyone, including the mentally disabled, desire to advertise their strength,
Their resolve in the face of the adversity between two people who
Claim to love each other, long after the love is gone.
I tend to forget that no one is as naive as either of us makes them out to be, that none will
absorb the previous problems at face value, and
that there are two sides to every coin, as all life suffers from the conflicts of dualities. 
I tend to forget that your constant quest for social acceptance is what
has made you a person uglier than you truly know. 
I see through your act; an addiction to be validated, and your pretty portrayal to the spectators. 
I tend to forget the analogies between dirt and flower, but no one stops to think that perhaps
The soil from which nature grows is more beautiful than what it blooms,
As it is the foundation, the core, the element, which is hidden from the pretension of the colourful.
I tend to forget how much I once desired to be the voice of reason, now the voice of rhyme.
Forever cursed to be well-versed in poetry. And I know the reason why,
It is just a hypothesis, but I truly feel that there is method to my madness.
I tend to forget the discipline involved in making dual voices similar, one in sound,
Other in beat. Like two hearts in conjoining cadence. Reason
does not do it all justice. This is my way of making sense of it all. 
I tend to forget that anything that grows together flows together, such as the written words in verse.
The flowers may distance themselves from the dirt from which they arose,
I will remain below the sunlight, hidden in obscurity, watching the Heavens of your lies from the Hell 
of reality. 

[I Hope You Don’t Crash and Burn Too Hard or Self-Destruct Too Badly]
by Samuel H. Kelly
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I know a hill, she told him on their first date and
took him by the hand as if he were helpless, which
he was, having already drowned in her eyes and
her fervour. I know a hill, and on their rollerblades glided him blind
 
to where Mulcaster dips dangerously towards the bay
and before he could consider, she yanked him around
the corner and down dizzyingly towards the lights at Dunlop
the wind swallowing her yell to time the intersection with the green

 
which they did not do, he could see dying coming both ways red
they did not do, just slalomed and lucked in a tucked closed-eyed
scream between oncomings, found themselves on the next descent
and a sharp turn, the grin on her face so crystalline it nearly pained
 
and in the thrashing of his heart, he forgot her nickname was Insane

forgot his fear and held on hard to her, has kept on holding
down every hill that brought them this far.

I know a hill
by Roger Bell
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Trapped Self

I want my soul back

The crumbled ruins down by feet
On my shoulders, in my hands
The grey ash on my face

The windless and seemingly lifeless
Trespass onward trying to find “Home”

The journey began with love
Began with searching with love
Sharing it, the merriment of mint

Freshness and stress-less was innocence
Angel sent and leant to hold in the present

The type of guardianship and guidance
That only parenthood could bring about
Trustful through the daily races unaware

This home burns as desperately trying faces
Look at expressionless beings unmoved

Who care less what happens

But I feel like I’m in there

Uprooted
by Brent Hatherley
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yard

/yärd/
noun

i) a unit of linear measure equal to 3 feet (0.9144 metre).
ii) a piece of ground adjoining a building or house.
iii) where we grow and play and change, then leave behind 
so it may be filled with gardens in our absence. Our doorstep 
to the world, and the place we always come back to.  



front yard
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With every breath my lungs become a home
To every homeless rider on the wind,
Tiny travellers who would tell poems, too,
About their voyages across the mountain ranges
In my skin, if I had but the ears to hear the epics I inhale.

Bacteria line my gut, ten trillion strong,
Outnumbering the cells that we call “me”
By orders of magnitude. How generous
Am I in lending out my veins and skin!
It makes me smile, and I wonder who
Lives in my grin!

Those microscopic tenants whom I host
Play the Hotel Unwitting to their own
Menagerie of microscopic life:
Proteins in the folds of protein chains,
Vagrant atoms on intermolecular trains,
Dodging electron border guards to catch
Some sleep somewhere our microscopes can’t look
For a cheque on the morning of the thirty-first.

Where Home Is
by Kyle MacDonald
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My lodgers are so tiny that their size
Can fill my thoughts. There’s more inside my skin,
To my most fragile bones as crocuses
Are to the mountain ranges they bestride,
Than I could ever guess surrounds me. How
Such multitudes can fill me from my hair
Down to the pavement underneath my feet
Escapes the thinking wrinkles in my skull,
And how there can be anything beyond
This galaxy, where our telescopes
Can’t look for a place to stay.

I look into the night sky, hear the wail
Of sirens down the street, and feel the pulse
Of the metropolis upon my tongue,
And know that I, along with all I see,
Am part of something whose name for itself is “me”.

And it lends out its space as selflessly
And helplessly as I bequeath what’s mine
To my freeloaders. Blessed be they all!
In hours when I feel the starry sky
Is loath to be my roof, let me recall
That while my legs determine where I roam,
My heartbeat means that where I stand is home.
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Lights Shine Brightly         
by Beverley Wicks

Forgotten lights shine brightly
in the sunlight passing through a window
a small brick home, 
two dogs lie waiting
for owners on the run buying rations
between air raids of terror –
terror gripping
fear holding,
back life.

Angry people 
fearing for their lives
pace before a small brick home,
two dogs lie waiting
for owners on the run 
terror racing –
helplessness spiraling 
out of control, 
as dawn turns to day.

Day turns to dusk 
to dark deep night 
curtains wide open,
two dogs lie waiting
with lights shining brightly
through breath of stillness –
scolding, swearing, fearing
for their lives, 
helpless as forgotten lights shine.

Mother and child arrive
to scolding, swearing, fearing
in the moment of arrival, 
two dogs lie waiting
angry people scold 
must never forget –
never ever forget 
to keep the shining light in,
and keep the darkness out. 

The planes fly overhead
looking for the glowing signal light
to drop bombs on hurried souls,
two dogs lie waiting
in the warmth of a home 
huddling together –
where mother and child
keep the lights shining brightly,
and the darkness out.
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Whispers of You
by Craig Sawyer
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hieroglyphic X’s & Ohms I dance & dance

in a lettered cave where shadows mask
time & place forget the streaming rivulets as

wind paddles dream catcher
into sound my name is

evaporating walking desire
on a icicle farm of kite-runners, & trailing

life, begins
now-

catch me immortal & tell me something

as I speak orange into daisies

a song into harmony:
woman wrapped in darkened shroud of scarf
as wind symbolically

unlocks timeless tresses
she is mystery without window

standing in
fullness of
sight & I am still digging

with headlight-

 
home is my lakeshore
home is my deepened
pathway in
a wireless vein beneath my purpling blue rein of sky as heart

home is a place for time to stop

my warm words
to fall in a streamless strain

to
catching flashes
of neon
past a succulence of beauty

in

a fallen raindrop-
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It’s not about where you are going but where you have gone.

In autumn.
The Green Mountains roll
Like a Jackson Pollock painting.

My mind sits together; fits like a puzzle.
Waves lap like a thirsty, salty, dog.
Each of the six states
Eroding into the Atlantic and Mid-West.

From the Canadian tip of Maine to
Cape Cod’s cranberry bogs.
Yankees tea party
At the idea of Kings Tax.

It’s not about where you are but where you adore.

The people you meet speak
With the bah-ck of their throats.
“Bah-Habah” Maine is popular slang.
“Wicked-nice” New Hampshire is built on a granite slice.

Ar’s become ah’s in Massachusetts.
As in: Cah, Bah, Lobstah, Chowdah, or
“It’s like my mah used to say. New Hampshah is fah too fah,
If it were me? I’d take mah cah.

It’s not about where you know but where you grow.

An Ode to New England
by Ben Walnicki
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Listen my children and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere.
Oh, and my mind’s paddling on muffled oar,
Skirting history’s ruffled memory shore.

Foretold in veins that Revere the leaves of Pine,
Oak, Beach, Shag bark hickory,
Apple, Ash,
And Maple trees.

It’s not about where you stand
But where you Land.



the train
by Emily Reavie

life… is like a train.
always moving.
always something to do.
somewhere to go.
one direction to go in.

Forwards.

but, what if I wanted to
turn around?
go in reverse?
focus on the past?
memories?
comfort?
instead of the unknown
future, growing larger, and 
larger in the distance.

what if I wanted to stop?
to take a –BRAKE- from 
movement?
to wander about the train?
absorb?
explore?
ENJOY?
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what if I wanted to 
sit on the edge of the
roof?
the small space between
the corner of the past and
the distance of the future?
that tiny gift many of us
tend to overlook?

/what/ if I wanted to
carelessly dangle my legs
over the edge?
to tempt fate?
tempt future?

Yes, I may be stuck
on this train forever.
Yes, it will never stop
as it passes each station.
Yes, it will never change
direction.

But it’s my train.
my adventure.
My home.
MY LIFE.

…

and I wouldn’t switch a track.
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the snow covering my city is a blank mask
I was raised in this neutrality

 With barely a history
featureless               without 
                                        catacombs  arches  
canals 
                                                         boulevards  
                                      holy sites 
 my city is the freest of cities
not a firm or actual place
an in between place
a possibility 
the no place that’s all places
City  on the verge
Of being a city

 city invisible
behind  the cities I want it to be

It’s lack of name is fertile ground
 its generic surfaces
Are  projection screens 

Night walk
by Luciano Iacobelli 
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And the memory of rapturous places
 graced with fabled rivers 
 large squares and
                                            monuments
                          old stories set to  modern scores in 
the ancient arena
are superimposed  on 
these empty avenues

and the city is passive
to my ideas
as foot step by footstep  I re-word
                                                          its being
twist its grid into 
winding streets
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clouds 
by Domenico Capilongo

and I will send you clouds. send them to you from today. full of puffs and secrets from the corners 
of the parchments in my brain. will send you clouds that move slowly in an end of summer sky. 
you will lie on your back alone or maybe with a lover. clouds made in our backyard. a blanket. 
a mound of dried leaves. she will say  that one looks like a hippo and that one looks like a rabbit. 
light the fire. let leaves send thick smoke swirling up into the paper sky. you will say no that one 

is my father’s. the blanket a black wave moving like  a sculptor’s chisel. he’s sending me messages. 
it’s all in the elbows how many secrets will they hold.
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We are fallen stars or lost seeds; meeting in the sands of time,
We drift through ether, unraveling in lies.
Wisps of pure soul, trapped in bodies of flesh,
Instruments of the sky; still steel and concrete obsessed…
We are pressed for the content of our character,
Expected to resist or register;
I am the energy blessed with mixed messages of revelry,
Tested for the shell, as though selfish thoughts were ahead of me,
Or in my past…
Dashed by last dances with a design of fate,
My face is replaced with the errors of race.
The finish line seems drawn in the sand,
But my identity crisis is a part of the plan.
As I stand in this earth suit, like the first astronaut,
Not in the atmosphere, but fearing what outer space has sought;
We are light wrapped in the sinew of muscle and bone,
We are dust particulate, shattered, distant, and cloned…
Sun kissed to snow burst; with twinkled tinges and shades
Lost between the pains, where memory never fades.
We are twisted inside; while our judgment is locked out,

Fallen Stars
by Tomy Bewick
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We are damned to repeat the infinite, unfinished, route…
Fallen stars wrapped in epidermis, as comets we came;
And the colours are kaleidoscopic, but the gift is the same:
We are born as an effort of heavens manifestation,
And the weight, placed on the hate, is in need of gestation;
Digestion, break down, return to base layers,
Where the sheen of our eyes gives voice to our prayers.
So lay us down whole, as the grains of the gods,
Our physical beings will always be flawed…
I’m not odd to be seen, as the one in the wrong,
Just know; that this soul, has sung the same song;
I’ve no village to claim, no mother land to call home,
I am lost seeds planted in dreams and I was birthed in a poem,
I am holy and universal and swirling in mystery;
It is the truth of our kinship that they don’t want you to see:
We are breath and exhalation; the symbol of life and of hope,
Released in the second when we think we can’t cope,
We are clung like dried fruit, to the barest of trees,
But if this life is the pits; then the future is free…
Fallen stars and lost seeds; kismet in the dunes of eternity,
And we drift through the rings of Saturn, to altruistic debris,
We are wisps of pure soul; trapped in bodies of flesh,
And though I know where my spirit flies; I am still skin obsessed…
And neglect it you may, or respect it; you must,
In the end it all boils down to our faith and our trust
Our faith and our trust…
So lay us down whole, as the grains of the gods,
Our physical beings will always be flawed,
I’m not odd, to be seen as the one in the wrong,
Just know that my soul has sung the same song;
I’ve no village to claim, no mother land to call home,
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You start by heading East, along the 
Highway of Heroes, up into the 
capital that straddles the
memories and battle-lines
of old empires,

and you’ll know you’re out of Ontario 
when the radio turns French, and the 
signs turn French, and the people 
see you in a different light.

(Even if you speak French)

Traveller
by Jonathan Eskedjian
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A stranger in a strange land within a
land that shouldn’t feel strange,
but some places are less
closed if you’re open.

Montreal welcomed me with wide arms 
and warm smiles. Freshly poured
pints of Boreale in the Saint-Sulpice 
on Rue St. Denis.

Karaoke with strangers.
I knew none of their songs.
They called me friend anyway.
Smiles and pictures to remember them by.

Old Quebec was more like itself.
Built on a mountain, its streets
winding one-way everyway as if 
to confuse the tourists.

A city fortress who’s old stones were
laid to keep Les Anglais out.

I walked its winding pavement taking pictures,
thinking that even though the city
gates stood open, the people
were too closed 
for me.

Then East again, along the water, along
the 20 and the 185. The Trans-Canada
taking me into the wilderness-nothing.
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You know you’re out of Ontario when
you start seeing moose-fence along
the highways, with warnings to
watch for antlered giants.

(They’re big enough to wreck you)

I saw one pressed up against the 
twisted wire, warily eyeing
the highway’s passing cars.

The fence seemed more intent on keeping us 
from building our roads further out
than holding it at bay.

(We are the ones penned in)

My curiosity got the best of me, and I pushed
past that barrier, camped in the middle
of nowhere, animals visiting during 
the night, sniffing at my tent.

(The ground gave its hardness to my back)

And then East and on, into Saint John, over the
Bay of Fundy, all pictures of old churches 
and old houses and long streets leading 
down to grey waters.

I met lighthouses for the first time.
Their turning lamps winked at me.
I wouldn’t get the joke until I saw 
them on the way back.
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That night in the Ale House, drinking Picaroons,
listening to guitars playing like they do
back home, I began to see the way 
we Canadians find ourselves.

(We define by what we are not, even if we are exactly that)

Then East and East and East. To Halifax. To the ocean.
Seeing from that other coast for the first time.
Remembering when I looked East from
the Far East, and stared across the
Pacific’s chop from Odaiba.

(Two oceans down, too many to go)

Standing in this city, on the edge of the continent, 
filled with people who screw up their faces when 
I mention Toronto, all filing into pubs like the 
Old Triangle and the Lower Deck 
and the Split Crow.

And the beautiful Haligonian women who all 
seem to have fallen out of the pages of 
the same model magazines which
line the checkout counters of 
Ontario’s stores.
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(I invited them to my table, we danced later on)

Turning around, retracing my tiretracks, I
finally get the joke the lighthouses told 
me the first time we met gazes.

The one about how no matter where you go, 
the coastline remains when you return.

Wayward travelers may throw themselves into
the wind and wander the wild, but
they are always called back.

Home is where the heart is.
Even when it’s a broken one.

No matter where you run, it’s never far enough.
You cannot escape your shadow. 
Dangers lie in wait.

(Jagged and grey in the shade at the water’s edge)

It was all fog when I left Toronto.
You couldn’t see ten feet in any direction.
There are no lighthouses there reminding me 
to mind the rocks as I turn West to find my way back.

Smiling at the wheel.
The sky stretches out in waves.
I’m laughing with no tears left to cry.
This water is drawn by the wind in my eyes.

Coming home.
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notes

i. ‘[I Hope You Don’t Crash and Burn Too Hard or Self-Destruct 
Too Badly]’ by Samuel H. Kelly was previously published by the 

hebephrenia collective, in their April 2010 issue.

ii. ‘I know a hill’ by Roger Bell was originally published in You 

Tell Me (Black Moss Press, 2009).

iii. Emily Reavie, author of ‘the train’ would like to thank fellow 
writer ,Victor J. Flint, her family, and her friends who continue 
to keep her wheels on the right track.
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